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Editor’s Note:

This is a work in progress!

The word DRAFT at the top of the page indicates that this is a work in progress.  Your
input, as Takamo experts, is encouraged.  Please forward any comments, hints, or
suggestions so that others may benefit from your unique perspective.

Text that has recently been updated may appear in blue.  This is to help you, the reader,
follow along as changes occur.  Changes will continue as the rules are tuned.

Primary changes in this revision include some of the arithmetic examples and some
“Move and Do” Action Codes.  Artwork, which appeared in the 12/98 revision, has been
deleted for ease in editing.  Mini-tables have been added to the Action Code Examples.

A chapter on economics, specifically colonies and trade, is still needed.  Anyone wishing
to contribute is encouraged to do so.

Please reference the timestamp (on the bottom of the page) in your correspondence to
identify which version of the rule book you are using.  This will assist the editorial staff as
revisions are released.

Thank you.

Sepal
Chief Historian
Bard to the Radnian Empire
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THE GALAXY

The Galaxy
The galaxy in TAKAMO has a diameter of 15,600 parsecs.

A universal mapping system, developed by the Radnian Empire, divides the galaxy into a series of cubes called sectors.
Each sector is 600 parsecs wide.  Sectors are divided into subsectors.

There are 27 subsectors in a sector.  Each subsector is 200 parsecs across and may contain as many as five or as few
as zero stars.

In all, 17,576 sectors comprise the galaxy, which may be divided into 474,522 subsectors.

Getting Started
Along with the general rule book and player rules, you will have received a current list of your possessions.

Among these possessions is your home world, which is your base for interstellar expansion.

Your home world listing should look something like the example below.

E'TATSE FEDERATION

PLANET LOCATION                 XYZ12111
        SIZE                    45,000 Km               (9)
        STATUS                  HOME WORLD
        ATMOS                   Argon, CO2,NO,Neon      (5)
        HYP                     90%                     (9)
        MINING POT              6
        PROD.CENTER(S)          15
        SHIPYARD(S)              1
        MINING PROD              3
        AGGRESSION LEVEL        65
        TEC LEVEL               10
        FORT(S)                  4
        FIGHTER(S)               0
        MU(S)                   50
        POPULATION UNIT(S)      60

CHARACTER NAME
The character name of your race is listed at the top of your home world listing.  Be sure to check it for spelling.  After
your first turn, character names CANNOT be changed.

CHARACTER TYPE
Describes what type of character you will be playing.  Make sure it is what you wanted.  Character types CANNOT be
changed after your first turn.

PLANET LOCATION
Your planet's mapping coordinates.

SIZE
The planetary diameter in kilometers.  The number in parentheses is your world's planet class.

STATUS
Current planetary status.  This entry shows the condition of the planet.  Yours is a "home world" unless you are a Nomad,
in which case it will say "Platform".
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ATMOS
Atmospheric conditions.  This entry shows the type of atmosphere that the planet possesses.  Atmospheres range from
near vacuum to dense organic gases.  Asteroids may also possess an atmosphere type, but this represents frozen gases
trapped during their formation.  The number in parentheses is your species' atmosphere habitat number.

HYP
Hydrographics.  The "HYP" entry is the percentage of the surface of the planet covered by oceans.  Asteroids may also
possess frozen liquid trapped during their formation.  The number in parentheses is your species' hydrographics habitat
number.

MINING POT
Denotes the number of mining centers (MCs) which may be built.

SHIPYARD(S)
Star ship yards (SYs).  This is where your spacecraft, fighters and torpedoes are constructed and retooled.

MINING PROD
Mining production.  This entry shows the number of operating mining centers (MCs) on a planet.

PROD CENTERS
Shows the number of production centers on the world.

AGGRESSION LEVEL
Portrays the aggressiveness of the planetary population.  This entry is a number on a 10-100 scale.  "100” represents the
most aggressive species possible.

TEC LEVEL
Technology level.  This entry shows a technological advancement of a planet.  (See the Tec Level section)

FORT(S)
Fortifications.  These are automated aerospace defense complexes.  The "FORT(S)" entry indicates how many are on a
planet.

FIGHTER(S)
Fighter groups (FTRs).  Fighters are space-going interceptors that are used to defend a planet, attack another planet in
the same subsector, or a fleet within the same subsector.  The "FIGHTER(S)" entry shows how many fighter groups are
on the planet.

MU(S)
Marine units (MUs).  The marine unit is the basic ground combat force used in TAKAMO.  The number indicates how
many are on the planet.

POPULATION UNIT(S)
Planetary population.  This entry shows the total planetary population.

Habitat Range
The habitat range represents the environmental changes that your species can tolerate.

 Your species can survive a +/- one change of the atmosphere habitat number and the hydrographics habitat number of
your home world.
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Thus, if your home world atmosphere habitat number is three and your hydrographics habitat number is six, your species
habitat range would look like our example.

2, 5 3, 5 4, 5

2, 6 3,6 4, 6

2, 7 3, 7 4, 7

From looking at the example, you can see that this species can survive on nine planet habitats, ranging from 2,5 to 4,7.

A habitat exactly like your home planet allows you to build MCs and PCs at a reduced cost.
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Mapping
Mapping is on a 3-D scale and is
somewhat complicated.  A little
patience is all that is needed to master
the system.

The mapping system is based on a
modified X-Y-Z coordinate system.
(See figure 1)  X runs from front to
rear, Y from top to bottom, and Z from
left to right.

The galaxy is divided into sectors and
subsectors as outlined below.

Sectors
There are 17,576 sectors in the
galaxy.  Each sector has a three-letter
coordinate, composed of the letters A
through Z.  The first letter of the three-
letter sector coordinate is the X-axis
letter.  The second is the Y-axis letter.
The third letter is the Z-axis letter.
(See figure 2)

Sector MMM is considered the center
of the galactic area.

Subsectors
Mapping subsectors is similar to
mapping sectors.

Within each sector are 27 subsectors.
Each subsector has its own three-digit
code.  (See figure 3)  The center of
any sector will be subsector 222.

Systems
There are five locations in a subsector
that may have stars.  Each system will
have a one-digit coordinate of one
through five.  (See figure 4)

If there are three stars in a subsector,
they will always be located in the first,
second, and third positions.

Example: If subsector MMM222 has
three stars they will be in the following
positions: MMM2221, MMM2222, and
MMM2223.

Planets
Planets will be numbered one through
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nine, with one being the planet closest to the sun.

Due to Nomad Platform movement, some star systems may have empty orbits where one would expect to find a planet.

Example:

If system MMM2221 has five planets in orbit, two of them might be at MMM22211, and MMM22212 while the
third position (MMM22213) might be empty, and the rest of the planets present in orbits four (MMM22214),
five(MMM22215), and six (MMM22216)

Putting It All Together
The easiest way to remember how to map is to keep in mind that you are moving from a large area to a smaller one.

Here is an example:

MMM is considered the center sector of the galaxy.
So....MMM222 is the center subsector of MMM.
And....MMM2221 is the first system of the center subsector of MMM.
And....MMM22213 is the third planet from the sun of the first system of the center subsector of MMM

The entire mapping code may be divided as follows:

 MMM           222          1         3
Sector       Subsector   System    Planet

It is possible to move from subsector "deep" space directly to the orbit of a planet if you have the correct coordinates.

Suggestion:  Don't start pulling coordinates out of the air and directing fleets there if you haven't explored the location.
Ship navigation systems are fully automated and these computers do not care if you fly into a nova or not.

Please note that you must use at least the sector and subsector coordinates (MMM213) when making any move.  Moves
using only sector coordinates (MMM) will be ignored.

Movement
Movement distance is measured in sectors.  It does not matter whether you move your fleet to the nearest, or farthest
subsector within a sector; any movement across sector boundaries is considered a full sector move by the computer.

Example 1:

A move from AAA to AAB, ABA or BAA are all calculated as a 1 sector jump.

Example 2:

A move from MMM to NNN has a calculated distance of 1.732 sectors (square root of 1 squared, plus 1 squared,
plus 1 squared).  The movement distance between any two sectors is calculated as the real (three-dimensional)
distance between those two sectors.

The number of sector edges crossed in each of the 3 Axes is squared, and the 3 values are added together.  The square
root of this sum is then calculated to obtain the straight-line distance traveled.

Example 3:

A move from MMM to OLJ has a calculated distance of 3.74 sectors (square root of 2 squared plus 1 squared
plus 3 squared).

Movement Failure
Although the distance a fleet may attempt to move in a single action is unlimited, the danger of movement failure or fleet
destruction increases with the distance moved.  (See Fleet Movement Chart in Tables section)  The chances of
movement failure are reduced as your Tec Level increases.  Each Tec Level step over Tec Level 10 has the effect of
reducing the calculated distance moved by 0.05 sectors.

(Example 1 above would be safe for a Tec Level 10 ship, example 2 would be safe for a Tec Level 15 starship, and
example 3 would not be safe unless your spacecraft had a Tec Level of 55.)
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If movement failure occurs, the computer will mumble something about the fleet’s crew going temporarily blind while
moving to sector XXX (or wherever it was you ordered the fleet), or there was a hyperdrive failure preventing the move,
or any of a dozen other messages.

There is a danger of fleet destruction while making multiple sector moves.  The fleet’s hyperdrives could overload and
BOOM...no more fleet.

How to Begin Play
Early exploration of your system (on your home world listing) has given you a limited knowledge of its planets.  To
expand beyond your solar system, you must explore other systems to locate suitable worlds for use.

Exploration
Exploration is accomplished by sending your fleets to scan subsectors, systems, and planets.  At the moment, only your
explorer and scout class ships possess the special equipment needed to give you information (scan).  Your Tec Level will
determine how accurately and with what detail these ships may scan.

For your fleet to scan a given area, use the Scan action code.  (AC 2)  Please note that this code also allows your fleet to
move while scanning.  Upon arriving at its destination, the fleet's explorers or scouts will scan this area.

If you happen to scan an occupied planet that has an equal or greater Tec Level, your scanners may be blocked by
sophisticated jamming equipment.  In fact, if their Tec Level is high enough, THEY'LL scan YOUR fleet!.  It is a good
idea to lower your explorer or scout aggression level when scanning to lessen chances of triggering defenses.  This will
be discussed later.

You will also receive a report when any fleet orbits a planet that you control.

Stars
Each system will have a star-type listing.  The ten base star types include:

Blue - Type W
Blue - Type O
Blue - Type B
Blue/White - Type A
White - Type F
Yellow - Type G
Orange/Red - Type K
Red - Type M
Red - Type C
Red - Type S

Each of these base types may appear the following variations:
Bright Supergiant
Faint Supergiant
Bright Giant
Normal Giant
Subgiant
Main Sequence
Subdwarf
Binary
Multiple
White Dwarf Secondary
Blackhole Secondary

Certain stars may prove more interesting to explorers.  These might include:
Blackhole
Neutron Star
Blackhole Binary
Neutron Star Binary
White Dwarf/Blackhole Binary
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Neutron Star/Blackhole Binary
Black Dwarf/Blackhole Binary
Nova
White Dwarf
Black Dwarf

Navigation Hazards
A number of star systems pose a threat to interstellar navigation.  Entry into these star systems will destroy the
approaching fleet.  Hazardous star systems include any system that has a black hole, secondary star, neutron stars, and
novas.

Subsector-wide hazards include supernovas, stellar rifts, star clusters, and stellar clouds.  Stellar clouds are not
dangerous in themselves, but natural radiation does hamper scanning operations and they could contain hazardous stars.

The only effective way to scan a stellar cloud is to send a scout or explorer to the star locations in that subsector.  If there
is a star present, you will be able to scan it and any orbiting planets normally.  If there is no star, your fleet will say so.  If
the star happens to be a neutron star or a black hole, scratch one fleet.

Example:

If there is a stellar cloud at RRR222 and you wish to explore it to see if there are any useful planets or nasty
aliens hiding inside, you simply send a fleet of one scout to RRR2221

If there is a star there, you will be told the star type and how many planets (if any) are present.  If the star is a bad one
(black hole, etc.), then you have lost a brave scout captain and crew.  If there is not a star at RRR2221, then you can
safely assume that there are no stars in the subsector, and abandon the search.

Sector-wide hazards are supernovas, stellar rifts, quasars, and galactic core clusters.  Galactic core clusters are densely
packed stars found throughout the galaxy.

Sector Probe
Sector probes are extremely efficient probes that may only be launched from terraformed worlds that have a shipyard,
using the Launch Sector Probe action code.  (AC 66)  The official range of the probe is unlimited although most probes
will not make it much farther than 2 sectors (excluding the originating sector) from the launch site.  Sector probes provide
general information about targeted sectors, such as whether stars may be present in a subsector, and if there are any
dangerous areas.

Sector probes cost 250 RUs each.

The sector probe readout will appear as below:

111    112    113    ||    121    122    123    ||    131    132    133
211    212    213    ||    221    222    223    ||    231    232    233
311    312    313    ||    321    322    323    ||    331    332    333

NoSt   NoSt   Safe         Safe   NoSt   NoSt         SC     NoSt   NoSt
SCld   NoSt   NoSt         NoSt   NoSt   Safe         Safe   NoSt   NoSt
Safe   NoSt   NoSt         SCld   NoSt   Rift         SCld   SN     NoSt

NoSt = No Star in Subsector   Safe = Stars may be present   SCld = Stellar Cloud   SN = Super Nova present
SC = Star Cluster   Rift = Rift present

Planetary Probes
You may send expendable interstellar probes from any planet that you own to scan any planets by using the Launch
Planetary Probe action code.  (AC 65)  Each probe action costs 30 RUs.

There is no limit to the range of the probe, but the greater the distance, the greater the danger of failure.

Planetary Probes may only be sent to planets.  Planetary Probes sent to subsector or star locations will result in loss of
communication with the probes.  Loss of communication will also occur when Planetary Probes are sent to planet
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locations that have no planets.

Fighter Reconnaissance
This is a form of scanning that does not require an explorer or a scout is the Fighter Recon from Planet action code.
(AC 83)  To perform this action you must own at least one fighter group within the system that you want to reconnoiter.
The fighter group will send a fighter to reconnoiter the system, as well as each planet within the system.

The fighter will only report the presence of fleets.  If attacked it will attempt evasive action and return.  Note that this
patrol is made up of one fighter and not a fighter group.  This is the only case where you can use a single fighter.

Rift Jumps
"Minor Scanner disturbances from presence of a Hyperspace Rift."  You may encounter this message during a subsector
scan.  It alerts you to the only “safe" type of Rift in the galaxy.  (The Rift that you encounter in a sector probe is a
subsector-wide black hole and should be avoided at all costs.)  This Hyperspace Rift acts as a hyperspace tunnel, a
wormhole if you will, allowing travel across incredible distances in a single action using the Rift Jump action code.  (AC
96)  However, there are problems:

1) You do not know where the Rift goes.  It could be empty space, a Star Cluster, or filled with hostile aliens...
2) Ships traveling the Rift could suffer severe damage or destruction.
3) It is a one way tunnel: If Fleet 5 went from JLQ to AAA it would be a long time getting back.
4) Although you usually (but not always) arrive in the same Sector each time you travel, you will seldom arrive in
the same Subsector.
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EXPANSION

Planetary Ownership
There are two basic ways a player becomes the owner of a planet.

You may land combat units (MUs, FTRS, and Forts) or a Colony Ship on an unowned planet and thus win ownership by
right of occupation.  Alternatively, you may invade an owned planet with MUs (discussed in next section).  If you have the
only MUs on someone else's colonized or terraformed planet after an invasion, then you own it!  MUs, Forts, and FTRS
can survive on any planet regardless of habitat range.

Colonization
Colonization is a way of populating an unterraformed planet.  Any player may colonize any planet regardless of habitat
range.  The planet to be colonized must be unterraformed and unowned or owned by the colonizer.

To colonize a planet, you must first build a colony ship and send it to a specified unterraformed planet.  The colony ship
is converted to a planetary colony, using the Colonize action code.  (AC 8)

Terraforming
Terraforming is a special ability given only to Independent Civilization Builders (ICB) and Nomads.  The ICBs ability
requires a terraforming ship that must be in orbit around a colony owned by the terraformer.  When ordered, the
terraforming ship will dismantle itself in the same manner as a colony ship.

The ICB cannot colonize and terraform in the same turn.

Nomads do not use a terraforming ship but must spend two turns and considerably more income to "platform" a world.
Terraformers may only terraform worlds close to their habitat range.  The actual habitat range each player type can
terraform is a function of their Tec Level.

ICBs extend their terraforming range by a greater amount as their Tec Level increases than Nomads do.

Asteroid belts and gas giants may not be terraformed.

Planetary Status
The following is a list of planetary statuses you will be likely to encounter in Takamo.

UNTERRAFORMED
A virgin world.  No new industry may be placed.  However, it may be defended using MUs, FTRS, Forts and planetary
torpedoes.

COLONY WORLD
This planet has been colonized and is owned by either a player or a computer-run character (non-player character or
NPC).  Colony bases may be built on colony worlds.

TERRAFORMED
Terraformed planets are those worlds that are considered habitable by all races.  However, there are differences in
habitat that may cause problems for your race.

HOME WORLD
Each new player receives one or two planets, depending on their character type, with which to begin the game.  Your
planet is fully terraformed with your perfect habitat range and already has some industry built on it earning income for
you.
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NOMAD PLATFORM
Identical to a terraformed world but equipped with star drives.

PIRATE HAVEN
A terraformed planet owned by an NPC with a planetary Tec Level less than 10 that has had a pirate haven established
on it.  Pirate havens are used by pirates for selling pirate booty and by smugglers for selling smuggled goods.  Only
pirates and smugglers will get this report when scanning, all other players will view it as a terraformed world.

ANCIENT CIVILIZATION
A terraformed world that has a deteriorating habitat.  The installations that are already on the planet may be used
normally, and only the following items may be built:  population, marine units, and planetary torpedoes.  Ships may be
built if there is a shipyard already present (new shipyards cannot be built) and ancient civilizations may be retooled.

PLANETARY DEBRIS
A planet that has been blown to itty-bitty bits, probably by a cybernetic race.  Treat it as a size one for military purposes.

Reclamation Ship
Players may restore looted and strip-mined planets to unterraformed status.  Reclamation Ships behave in the same way
as Colony and Terraforming Ships.  Simply orbit the Reclamation Ship around the target planet and use the Reclaim
Planet action code.  (AC 7)  The ship will dismantle and the planet will be restored to unterraformed status.

Economics
This is a very important part of the game.  Without a proper financial base, players will be unable to build and explore
new areas of the galaxy.  Here is a list of the economic terms used in the game and an explanation of each:

RU  (RESOURCE UNIT)
This is the standard term for money or credit.

Each of the following must be "installed".  In some cases, additional units may be built once the initial one is installed.
An explanation of installation is given at the end of the section.

CB  (COLONY BASE)
These centers are small production factories that are only used on colonies.  If the planet is ever terraformed or
platformed the colony bases will be destroyed.

The first thing that needs to be done is to install a base colony ship (BCS, not CB) on the colony.  (AC 16)  Once you
have a colony base in place, you may build more colony bases.

The maximum number of CBs allowed on a colony is 1 x planet size.  Treat size 0 planets as size 1 and size 10 planets
as 10.

Colony bases earn 10 RUs each per turn.  They are also very important in determining price per cargo unit when trading
at that planet.

MC  (MINING CENTER)
These centers earn RUs by recovering new material, such as ores and timber, from the crust of the planet.  Mining
Corporations may build MCs and MC ships cheaper than any other player may.

A limit of one MC per planetary mining potential point may be built, unless you are a miner.  Miners can extract
undetected ore deposits with their specialized mining centers.  Whenever a mining corporation owns the mining rights on
a planet, that planet will be able to support additional mining centers.  (See mining potential chart in the Tables Section.)

Miners may setup MCs on terraformed planets they own and terraformed planets owned by others.  The first player to
install an MC on a terraformed world has sole mining rights to that planet and no other player may land or build MCs
there.  Only the player with the mining rights will receive any RUs from the MCs on that world.

An MC earns 20 RUs per turn.

NOTE:  If a non-mining corporation race gains control of the mining rights, by whatever means, the extra MCs and any
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PCs they support will be destroyed.

PC  (PRODUCTION CENTER)
These city-sized factories provide a portion of your income.  You may increase your RU income by building more PCs.
An MC must be present on the planet before a PC can be built.

You must own the planet, but not necessarily the MCs to build PC’s.  The maximum number of PCs allowed on a planet
is equal to five times the number of mining centers on the planet.

A PC earns 20 RUs per turn.

There is no limit to how many MCs and PCs may be built in one action (up to the limit of the planet) unless the planet is
out of your habitat range.  Then the limit is one per action.

TC  (TRADE CENTER)
Traders possess a natural trade monopoly.  They earn their profits by placing TCs on terraformed planets that have
production centers.

Each TC earns two RUs per PC per turn for each the owner of the planet and the trader that owns the trade center.  (So,
if you own the planet and the trade center you will earn 4 RUs per PC per turn.)  Trade Centers handle interplanetary
commerce throughout the galaxy.

Only Traders may build or use TC ships.  Only one TC per planet.

In addition, Trade Centers increase the amount of cargo that can be loaded from a world in a single order, and help
defeat any coup attempts that maybe made against the planet.

SC (SMUGGLING CENTER)
SCs may be constructed on any Terraformed planet or Nomad Platform.  These centers are hidden on the surface of the
planet.

Each SC collects 10 RUs per turn.

SCs sell black market goods to planetary populations.  Smugglers may flood the markets with black-market goods and
deprive the PC, MC, TC and AC owners of their revenue for one turn on a given planet.

SCs are also used to smuggle in guerrilla units.  The presence of a SC tends to hurt the planet in case of a coup attempt.

Only Smugglers may build or use SC ships.

Only one SC per planet may be built, so it's probably better to have a friend or ally put one on your planet than to have
someone unfriendly install one.

AC  (AGRICULTURAL CENTER)
These are vast automated farms, producing a variety of foodstuffs for many species.  Regardless of species, an AC will
double the number of population units that can be built in one action.

Only one AC per planet (must be terraformed) may be built.

ACs also allow the planetary owner to get a 10% discount on MU, FTR, Fort, SY, PC, and MC builds and the presence of
an Agricultural Center also helps defend a planet against any coup attempts.

Only Agricultural Corporations may build or use AC ships.

HINTS
Ships are used to transport the nucleus of your heavy industries to a new planet.  To install any of the above, the
appropriate ship must first be built on a terraformed planet that you own that has a SY and at least one MC.  The ship is
then sent to the receiving planet and dismantled using an “install" action code.

Example:

To install a colony base you must first build a base colony ship (BCS) at a shipyard.  Do not forget to assign a
fleet number!  Send the fleet to the colony that is to receive the colony base and dismantle it using the Install
Colony Base action code.  (AC 16)
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Additional CBs, MCs, and PCs may be built right on the planet once the initial unit has been placed.  Remember that an
MC must be present on the terraformed planet before you can dismantle a PC ship.

Players may expand their economic base by conquering other players' terraformed planets.  Any PCs, MCs, etc., on the
captured planet may be used by the conqueror.  If the conquered planet is outside the conqueror’s habitat range, the
conqueror can only build at the rate of one PC or MC per action.

Deficit Spending
Despite our country's historical example, you may not spend more than you earn.  If you attempt to over-spend, the
computer program will eliminate build items that you cannot afford and allow only those within your budget.

Planetary Tax
You may tax a specific planet using the Popular Tax action code.  (AC 51)  The amount raised will depend on the
Population of the planet being taxed.  This is a good way to earn income until your economic base improves.

Example:

If a world has its maximum number of POP units, and you tax 10%, you could expect to earn several hundred
RUs.  The money raised is available for immediate use on even the next action.

It is important to note that players taxing above 20% in one action will risk planetary revolt.  (Tax rates exactly equal to
20% do not risk revolt but may cause an increase in Guerrilla units on your planet.)  You may only tax each planet once
per turn.

Nationalization
The owner of a planet may nationalize the "alien" industries of Traders, Mining Corporations and Agricultural
Corporations.  The owner of the planet will then receive the profits of these nationalized industries.

Players may nationalize "alien" industries by using the Nationalize action code.  (AC 54)  This action code will affect all
"alien" installations on the planet.  Nationalizing players should realize, however, that the "alien" corporations might
retaliate by destroying their centers on other planets owned by the nationalizing player, as well as other, more violent
measures.

Shut Down
Players may destroy their installations on any planet, by using the Shut Down action code.  (AC 55)  Be sure to include
the planetary coordinates.

Looting
Players can convert a planet's economic base to ready cash by using the Loot action code.  (AC 52)  To loot a planet, a
player must first own it.  It should be understood that looting a world would not generate large amounts of cash.  The
primary purpose of looting a world is to deny the use of a world to your enemy when you cannot defend it yourself.

Looting alters the planets' status and no builds are allowed until that planet has been reclaimed and reterraformed.

Tec Level
As you begin the game, your Tec Level will be set at 10 or above.  Tec Level 10 is an advanced space-faring technology.
Any civilization lower than 10 will have very little space-going ability.

Many fascinating and exciting discoveries await you as you conduct research and development.  A number of tantalizing
possibilities has been predicted by your scientists.  Larger, more specialized ships with improved propulsion, scanning
and firepower are being proposed.

Your Tec Level will not increase unless you are willing to spend resources in research and development.  A few chance
happenings will boost your Tec Level.  However, generally, Tec Levels are raised only after the proper R&D amount has
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been paid, using the Raise Overall Tec Level action code.  (AC 4)

You must pay this amount during one action.  You will not be allowed to pay for a Tec Level in installments nor can you
skip Tec Levels by paying the R&D amount for higher Tec Levels.

To determine your R&D cost add one to your current Tec Level and cube this number.  For a Tec Level 10 species to
raise its Tec Level to 11, cube 11 (11 x 11 x 11).  The product is 1,331.  1,331 is the R&D cost.

Planetary Tec Raises
When you have raised your overall Tec Level to the next level, you must use the “Retool Planet” build code (Build Code
263) for each planet you wish to raise to the new level, including your home world.

Any planet may be retooled regardless of status.  You will not be allowed to raise the planetary Tec Level above your
overall Tec Level.  The cost to retool your planet is 150 times the square of the number of Tec Levels you are increasing.
(250 if the planet is owned by somebody else.)

Example:

1 level = 12* 150 = 150 RU's
3 levels = 32* 150 = 1,350 RU's
10 levels = 102* 150 = 15,000 RU's

Another player with a higher Tec Level may raise your planet's Tec Level for you, but there are certain benefits that only
come from raising your own overall Tec Level.  In order to raise the planet's Tec Level, the player must know the
coordinates of your planet.  The higher Tec Level player then pays the retooling fee.

This does not mean that the player receiving the higher Tec Level planet will receive build codes above his overall Tec
Level.  These build codes will be sent only when the player's overall Tec Level reaches the proper level.  Please note
that you could strike a deal with another player to gain the build codes you require.

Planetary Tec Level is crucial to building new types of ships and weapons; you will not be allowed to build advance
equipment with out-of-date Production Centers and Shipyards.  You must pay to retool your planets if you wish to build
equipment that is more advanced.

Builds
Building ships and installations is accomplished by paying their RU cost and specifying the planet where the build is to
occur.  Do not forget to use the correct build code!  All builds are completed on the same action they are ordered.

Ships may be named, using up to seven characters.  This includes dashes, letters, numbers, and apostrophes.  (No
spaces.)  To keep better track of your ships, it is a good idea to name them.  If you choose not to name them, they will
automatically be named with the Ship Abbreviation.  (Ex.  A scout will be named SC by the computer)

Hint:

Name your ships, using a five-letter name followed by a three-digit number.  When you build several of the same
type ship in one action, be sure to include a starting number in the special numbers box.  The computer will then
sequentially number all the ships built in that one action.

Do not use 00X or 0X for your beginning number.  The computer will simply ignore the 0's.

If you do not put in a beginning number, one ship will not receive a number but all other ships built (in that same
action) will be numbed beginning with one.  This section may be wrong.  Let me know.

Fleet Assignment
The fleet is TAKAMO'S basic movement unit.  A fleet consists of one or more star ships.  Please note that fighter groups
[FTRS] are not star ships and, at Tec Level 10, may not be assigned to fleets.

When a ship is built, it is assigned to a fleet designated by the builder (that is you).  This means that you can move a ship
on the same turn that it is built.  Ships must be assigned to new or existing fleets.  If you are assigning a new ship to a
new fleet (a fleet that does not exist yet), simply designate the new fleet number.  The new ship will then be assigned to
the fleet and will orbit the planet where the ship was built.
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If you are assigning the new ship to a fleet that already exists, that fleet must be somewhere within the same star system
where the ship is to be built.

You may have no more than 1,000 ships total.

New fleet IDs are assigned as they are needed.

You have been given a fleet ID system that allows you to have up to 100 fleets (numbered 1 to 100).  To create a new
fleet, simply use the next higher number or the number of a defunct fleet.

Example:

A player has seven fleets numbered 1-7.  He wants to build another fleet, so using the build action code he
designates fleet 8 (or any other number other than the 7 already used.  Fleets do not need to be numbered in
order) as the new fleet.

Fleet Moves per Turn
There is no restriction on the number of actions per turn that a fleet may move.  We suggest, however, that no more than
five actions be given to a fleet in a single turn since the fleet might be destroyed before accomplishing all of its missions,
causing the loss of several good actions.

Fleet Merges and Transfers
Two fleets may be merged into one fleet in one action, using the Merge Fleet action code.  To merge more than two
fleets requires more than one action.  I.e.; Three fleets will require two merge actions; four fleets will require three merge
actions.

To merge fleets successfully, they must be located at the SAME coordinate.  The best results are in planet and system
space because there is not as big an area for the two fleets to find each other.  Chances of finding each other in
subsector space are slim but not impossible.

When merging with an alien fleet both fleets MUST be Unmasked.

Players may divide their fleets by transferring one or more ships to another new or existing fleet in a single action.  When
creating a new fleet in this way it retains the parent fleet’s standing orders, maneuver and combat loss directive.

There are several ship transfer options:

A) By using Multiple Ship Transfer action code (AC 135), ships may be transferred out of an existing fleet and
may be given a new fleet number.  This allows players to divide existing fleets to create new ones.

B) By using Multiple Ship Transfer action code (AC 135), one or more ships may be transferred from one fleet
to another in groups without having to merge the entire fleet.

C) Individual ships may be transferred out of a fleet to create a new fleet by using the Transfer Ship to Another
Fleet action code (AC 111) and designating a new fleet number for the ship being transferred.

D) Individual ships may be transferred to an already existing fleet using the Transfer Ship to Another Fleet
action code.  (AC 111)

E) Ships may also be transferred to an existing alien fleet.  Both fleets must be at the exact same location and
both fleets must be Unmasked.

Limits
Each player may have no more than 100 fleets and no more than 1,000 star ships.

Shipyards
Shipyards are the only places where fighters and star ships may be built or repaired.  In other words, if there are no
shipyards on a planet, then no fighters or star ships may be constructed on that planet.

The number of shipyards allowed on a planet varies with the size of the planet.  (See the shipyard table in the Tables
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section)

To build any ships on a planet, you must first have at least one Mining Center (MC) and one Shipyard (SY) on that
planet.  Fighters (FTRs) only require that a shipyard be present.

Each MC produces 10 tonnage class points of ship building materials per build action.  These tonnage class points are
not cumulative.  The number of ships built by one SY is governed by the ship tonnage class and the number of MCs on
the planet.  If you have 5 MCs you may build 5 times the number of shipyards per action of any ship that is tonnage class
10 or less.  (See the ship building chart in the Tables section)  Therefore, if you have 4 shipyards you may build 20 ships
per action.

Tonnage class zero ships consume very few resources.  Therefore, you may build five tonnage class zero ships per SY
build action as long as you have one MC.  Therefore, if you own a planet with three SYs and one MC, you can produce15
tonnage class zero ships per build action on that planet.

You may build any number of ships in one action on a planet as long as you have the proper number of SYs and MCs.

Repairs
Shipyards also repair damaged ships.  To repair a fleet, move it to a planet with a SY using the Repair at Shipyard
action code (AC 101).  SYs have a limited repair capacity of 1000 repair points per SY per action.  (The repair points
required to repair a damaged ship is equal to the fire power lost which is equal to the number of hits the ship took.)  Each
point of damage repaired costs 1/5 RU (1 RU for 1-5 repair points).  Repairing 1000 points of damage would cost 200
RU.

Fire power lost = Tec Level X Tonnage class - Present fire power

Population
Planetary populations have several purposes.  They serve as the MU recruiting base and are essential for Tec Level
raises.  To retool, there must be one POP unit for every MC (raise planetary Tec Level) 1 level, 2 POP per MC to retool
2 levels, and 3 or more POP per MC to retool 3 or more levels.  If there are no MCs, there must be at least 4 POP on the
planet to retool.

Population units are able to survive on any world, regardless of habitat.  However, POP units will suffer attrition
whenever they are moved to a planet with a habitat range different from the planet they most recently left.  The greater
the difference, the greater the attrition.  Once the units have suffered the initial losses, they will become acclimated and
will assume the new habitat.

POP units cost 100 RUs each.  They may only be built on terraformed planets and, with certain exceptions, only one unit
may be built per action.  The maximum number of POP units allowed on a planet is equal to the planetary size,
multiplied by 13.

For example, a size nine planet may have up to 117 POP units.

If an Agricultural Center (AC) is established on a planet, the planetary population growth rate is doubled.  Thus, for each
100 RUs spent, two POP units are automatically built, even if only one is ordered to be built.
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COMBAT

Combat and Aggression Levels
Combat may occur under a variety of circumstances.  It can be between fleets, between planets, between a planet and a
fleet, or it can occur between combat units on a planet.

Whenever a fleet enters the orbit of an alien planet, the computer program will compare planet and fleet aggression
levels of the alien units present.  If the sum of the two alien aggression levels equals 100 or more, then combat is
triggered.  Each side will blame the other for starting the fight when the battle is reported.

A low aggression level will usually limit combat at planets.  However, you may order your forces to attack the planet (but
not attack fleets), regardless of your aggression level using Fleet Attack on Planet (AC 131).

Fleets will not engage in battle unless one or both fleets have standing orders to do so (standing orders are explained
later) or a status of war has been declared by the owner of at least one of the fleets against the owner of the other fleet.
Fleets will not engage each other in subsector space regardless of aggression levels or orders to the contrary.

Aggression levels also determine the combat losses your species is willing to sustain before your forces will retreat.
Players with high aggression levels may want to reduce a particular fleet's level by using the Combat Loss Directive,
which is discussed later in this section.

Combat Factors (Firepower)
Combat factors for Takamo's combat units are determined in the following manner:

Ships

Combat Factors  = Ship Tec Level (Tec Level of the Planet where it is built) x Tonnage Class

Forts

Combat Factors  = Planet Tec Level x Tonnage Class = Combat Factors

Marine Units

Combat Factors  = Planet Tec Level x Number of Units = Combat Factors

Fighter Groups - Planet Based

Combat Factors  = Planet Tec Level x Number of Units

Fighter Groups - Fleet Based

Combat Factors  = lowest Carrier Starship Tec Level x Number of Units

Combat Damage
The outcome of battle is determined by relative strength and tactical maneuver.  We will discuss tactical maneuver in a
later section.

Fort and ship combat strength are represented by points that consist of firepower and armor.  If a ship or fort takes two
hits, its combat strength is reduced by two points.

MU, GU, and FTR losses are taken in units, not in combat strength points.  For example, three MUs with a combat
strength of ten each, have a combined strength of thirty.  If one MU is destroyed, then the total combat strength of the
MU force drops to twenty.

Combat Loss Directive
The Combat Loss Directive (CBT DIR) action code is used to raise or lower a fleet's aggression level.  (AC 21)  The
Fleet's aggression level may not be lowered more than thirty points below, nor raised above, your species’ normal (Home
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world) level.

A Cybernetic Race may NEVER lower its aggression level.

Standing Orders
You may also give a fleet standing orders.  (AC 19)  The fleet will obey that standing order until changed by the owner.
(See the Tables section for a complete list of standing orders and their explanations.).  A fleet can have a standing order
and a combat loss directive, such as a combat loss directive of eighty percent and a "Break Contact" order or a combat
loss directive of thirty percent and a "Shoot on Sight" order.

Fleet and Ship Status Reports
You may request fleet status reports using the fleet status and ship status action codes.  (AC 108)  The report includes
the location of each fleet, the number of ships in each fleet, and the total ships in your navy.  Remember that you are
limited to 1,000 star ships.

Action code #22 reveals a single fleet's firepower, CBT DIR, tactical maneuver order, standing order, present location,
fighters assigned to combat air patrol (CAP) and fleet damage (if any).  In addition, you are given a summarized list of all
ships in the fleet, broken down by Tec Level and ship class.  In addition, a total of all types of cargo is printed (broken
down by total capacity, cargo loaded, and free space) as well as ship count.

Action code #23 gives you information on a particular fleet's ships.  Each ship in the fleet will be listed individually with
the following information on each one as it applies: ship type; name; firepower; Tec level; and number of cargo units on
board.  Cargo can be trade merchandise; cyber loot; smuggled goods; POP units; FTRs, or MUs.  In the case of MUs, the
owner of the MUs will also be given.  The ship status report also reveals the location of the fleet and the total number of
ships in the fleet.

Ships
As a Tec Level 10 player, you have two armed ship classes, the scout and the cutter.  The scout is essentially an armed
explorer with a one tonnage class strength.  The cutter is a one tonnage class warship that possesses no scanning ability.
(For a complete listing of all Tec Level 10 ships common to players, see the Tables section.)

Fleet Maneuvers
These are the offensive and defensive maneuvers used by space fleets attempting to gain an advantage or improve their
odds against opponents.

All the maneuvers presented here are strong, time-tested tactical formulas designed by ancient empires.  There are
several problems with these maneuvers that are immediately visible to even the most novice of space warriors.

The most obvious of these difficulties is the absence of tactical information about the enemy fleet before engagement.
Ship scanners can report the presence of another ship because of the hyperspace bow wave created when it moves and
by the emissions from its transponders, scanners and communications arrays.  However, it is impossible to predict what
tactical maneuver, if any, the enemy fleet is likely to use.  Fleet commanders must make a determination as to which
maneuver to use without the benefit of the knowledge of enemy intentions.

Fleet maneuvers are similar to standing orders.  When a fleet is given a fleet maneuver (AC20), it will use that maneuver
each time in combat, until a new maneuver order is given.

There are ten fleet maneuvers in general use by space faring races.

FEINT ACTION
A favorite of the Reyem Empire, designed to draw the opposing fleet in and expose its forward elements.

FRONTAL ASSAULT
Much used by the more aggressive races.  A simple head-on attack, usually resulting in heavy casualties on both sides.
The Gedi Cybernetic race has used this tactic with much success.
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WARBIRD
A grazing attack, usually against the exposed flank of an opponent.  First used by the Sythian Nomads.

FLANKING SWEEP
Usually launched at the rear of an enemy fleet.  Similar to the Warbird, except at a sharper angle of attack.  Often used
by the Lotharian Pirates.

LINEAR SWEEP
A grazing attack against the forward elements of another fleet.  Favorite of the Seth Naf Gar.

LINEAR THRUST
An in-line attack.  Brianchild of the Stelltron Trade Corporation.

PHALANX
Born of the "Stand and Fight" philosophy of the Radnian Empire.

RECEDING THRUST
A linear variation of the Feint Maneuver.  Favored tactic of the Ghrishaka.

SHIFTING POINT
This maneuver is flexible enough to allow the commander to place maximum firepower at the enemy's point of attack.  A
feared tactic of the Kvizier.

NEAR MELEE
A simple attempt to close and mix with the enemy fleet.  Usually results in heavy casualties to both sides.  The
Phantatwain Nomads' favorite maneuver.

None of these maneuvers are effective against all other maneuvers.  Each is better against some and worse against
others.  The only maneuver that is always inferior to the maneuvers listed above is no maneuver at all.

Conquest
Conquest is a simple, although violent, way of obtaining new worlds, but it is costly in military terms.  There are three
methods of conquering worlds, marine invasion, guerrilla action, and coup.

Marine Unit Invasion
Enemy planets may not be invaded until all Forts have been destroyed and there are no enemy fleets in orbit.
(Remember, Forts will not automatically be attacked when you enter orbit unless the aggression comparison is 100 or
greater, or the fleet moved into orbit using AC 131.)  You must conduct all planetary invasions from the orbit of the target
planet.  Planets are considered conquered when all regular enemy ground units are destroyed or have become guerrillas
and at least one invading MU is left on the surface of the planet.

When you attack a planet with MUs, you must use the invade action code.  If you use the Disembark MU action code
(AC 61), your MUs will unload and join the enemy.

* Note: By the above discussion, you can see that it is possible to reinforce an alien world by disembarking MUs at the
planet.

Marine Unit and Fort Deployment
The number of MUs that may be recruited in a single action is limited by the size of the population of the planet.  One
MU may be recruited per POP unit, per turn (BC 262).  If there is an Agricultural Center present, MUs may be built at
double the rate, or 2 MUs per POP per turn.  The maximum number of MUs that may be present on a planet is 100 times
the planetary size.  Remember that you may only recruit MUs once per turn per planet.

MUs may be transported to another planet by using a Stellar Yawl (BC 132).  The Stellar Yawl can carry up to 20 MUs.
You may load and unload troops by using the Embark (AC 59) and Disembark (AC 61) action codes.  Remember to use
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the Invade action code (AC 99) if your MUs are attacking the target planet.

Another type of marine unit is the Heavy Marine Unit (HMU).  This unit is designed to meet and defeat successive waves
of invading marine units through superior firepower.  The HMUs have double the strength of conventional marine units
and are impervious to fighter strikes.  They do have a limited ability to attack and destroy fighters during a fighter strike,
i.e. in the same manner as Forts.

Due to their anti-invasion doctrine, HMUs are ineffective against guerrilla units, and will not be able to prevent a coup or
a total take over by guerrilla forces.  HMUs are also unable to conduct or participate in Search & Destroy missions.  (AC
37)  Because of the heavy weapons required to carry out their primary mission, HMUs may NOT be transported to other
planets.  They must be built in place and must remain on the planet where they were recruited.  (BC 267)  In all other
aspects, HMUs function as MUs.

Marine Units may only be recruited once per planet per turn.  HMUs and MUs may not be built on the same planet in the
same turn.

Non-player (computer run) worlds may contain more that 100 MUs times the planetary size.  Example: You might invade
a low Tec, computer run world and find, to your horror, that there are 3,000 MUs down there!

Forts are built on non-terraformed worlds by using a Fortification Center Ship.  (FCS)  Once the fleet containing the FCS
attains orbit, the ship lands and dismantles itself upon command (AC 13) and builds a Fort on the planet.  Forts may be
built on terraformed worlds (BC 258) without the need for a FCS and without the need for a shipyard.

You may dismantle all forts on a single planet in one action (AC 132).  The amount of RUs received from shutting down
forts is 250 RUs per fort.  This action is essential if you wish to transfer ownership of a planet to another player
peacefully.

The maximum number of forts allowed on a planet is five times the planet size.  For example: a size nine planet may
have 45 forts.

Please note that any planet will support marine units, fighters and forts.

Mobilization
You may mobilize your POP units to create MUs.  Each POP unit may be converted into 10 MUs.  Once a POP unit is
mobilized, the planetary population shrinks by one point.  You may mobilize any number, up to the total planetary
population, by paying 100 RUs per POP unit, using the mobilization build code (BC 264).

Guerrilla Units
Guerrilla units (GU) infest planets in a variety of ways.  They can be imported by a smuggler for the purpose of
overthrowing the planetary owner, they can be formed from defeated ground armies, or they may be formed by POP
units who are fleeing execution or excessive taxation.

Any player may attempt to recruit guerrilla units to overthrow a planetary owner and take over the planet.  Guerrilla units
are recruited from the planetary population by using the recruit guerrillas action code.  (AC 48)  Up to 10,000 RUs may
be spent per action to recruit guerrillas.  The more you spend, the more success you will have recruiting.  Once recruited,
the guerrillas can be given various attack orders (AC 37 through AC 47).  GUs have the same numerical limitations as
MUs on planets (100 x planet size).  NOTE: GUs belong to no one.  They are only under your command during the
actions that you give them orders to attack.  Anyone may recruit them and anyone may order them to attack.  If
guerrillas, while under your command, manage to take over a world, the GUs become your MUs and the surviving MUs
of the world's former owner become GUs for someone else to use.

Coups
Players may attempt to overthrow planetary owners by a coup action.  To attempt a coup, a player must use the coup
action code (AC 35) which designates the target planet, and declares how much will be spent for the coup attempt.  The
maximum amount you can spend in a coup attempt is 32,000 RUs.

The chance of a successful coup depends on a number of factors.  The presence of an AC, TC, MCs, PCs and a
moderate number of military units on-planet are stabilizing factors which weigh against any coup attempt (unless the
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player attempting the coup happens to own the installations).  Cyber worlds and Home worlds are more difficult to take by
coup.  The presence of too little or too many military units, a SC, GUs, the absence of an AC or TC are all destabilizing
factors and will tend to make a successful coup attempt more likely.  Regardless of all of these factors, every coup
attempt has some chance of success.

Asteroid Belts and Gas Giants
Asteroid belts (size 0) and gas giants (size 10) should be treated as size one planets for all military purposes.

Search and Destroy
Players who think that their planet has Guerrilla Units or smuggling centers may attempt to eliminate them by using the
Search & Destroy action code.  (AC 37)  MUs must be present on the planet to use this code.

The MUs will search for guerrillas first.  If guerrillas are found and engaged, the MUs will consider their mission a success
and will not go on to search for a smuggling center.  Your marines may have to conduct several search and destroy
missions before all guerrillas are found and destroyed.  Only after all guerrillas are eliminated will marines be able to find
and destroy a smuggling center.

Fighter Groups
There is only one class of fighter used in TAKAMO.  This class of fighter is capable of interplanetary flight.  At Tec Level
10, fighters may only be based on planets.  At higher Tec Levels, fighters can be carried and launched from star ships.
Fighters are used to defend and attack planets and fleets in planet orbit, system space, and subsector space.  Fighter
attack against fleets in subsector space affect only the first fleet the fighters encounter.

Any number of fighter groups (FTRs) may be built in a single action, up to the limit of 25 times the planet size.  (BC 257)
FTRS must be built at a planet with a shipyard.  Each shipyard can build up to 50 FTRS per action.

Anti-Fighter Orbital Mines
The anti-fighter orbital mine is a small satellite that orbits the planet where it was built and launched.  These mines are
especially nasty because they can not be detected by star ship scanners.  However, mines do show up on planetary
reports (AC 116).  Attacking fighter groups will not be able to detect the orbital fighter mines until the fighters have
entered the mines' zone of effect.  Another deadly feature of these mines is that once one mine has detected a fighter
group, other mines will use their navigational thrusters to converge on and attack the target.  These mines are strictly for
defense against starfighters and will not attack any other targets.  These weapons are proximity blast devices that will
cause variable damage to fighter groups.  A good rule of thumb for fighter commanders is to expect one fighter group
lost for every two mines detonated.  Anti-fighter mines are extremely accurate and will continue to attack and destroy
fighters until all of the fighters or mines are destroyed, or the fighters abort their attack.

You may build anti-fighter mines at a cost of 10 RUs each (BC 265).  The maximum number of mines that may be built
in one action is 999.  The maximum number of mines that may be in orbit around a planet is 32,000.  The mines will
automatically launch into the orbit of the planet when built.  Mines may only be built at Home worlds, terraformed worlds,
and Nomad Platforms.

Planetary Torpedoes
Due to the immense firepower of interstellar navies, defense experts have developed new and heavier fortification
weapons.  Although these weapons differ in size and complexity, they have been given the general term “Planetary
Torpedoes".  These new weapons are actually long-range missiles that are automatically launched while the planet is still
out of range of the enemy fleet's standard weapons.  Torpedoes are housed inside the forts on the planet.  Each fort has
the capacity to hold up to 20 torpedoes.

The only defense an attacking fleet has against this threat is to stay out of planetary orbit, or to launch a pre-emptive
missile strike against the forts.  If the attacking missile ships achieve surprise, they will be able to strike the forts before
torpedoes can be launched.

Once a specific class of torpedo has been installed on a planet, no other class of torpedo may be built on that world until
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the existing torpedoes have been retooled to the new class.  The new class of torpedo may only be built after the
retooling is complete.

For example: If a planet has class 1 torpedoes, only class 1 torpedoes may be built on that world.  If a player wishes to
build class 3 torpedoes on that planet, the player must first retool the existing torpedoes to class 3.

The cost of retooling torpedoes (BC 300) is the difference between the cost of the old torpedo class and the new one.
The cost for a particular class of torpedo is the same, whether you build at that class or retool to it.  (See Torpedo Table
in TABLES section)

Lancers
This weapons system gives starfaring races the ability to hunt down and strike Nomad platforms.  The Lancer is a ship
that attacks Nomad platforms by moving to subsector space to scan the entire subsector and its systems for Nomad
platforms.

Once the Lancer has detected a platform in the subsector, it will report to the home world the coordinates of the star
system in which the platform is located.  The Lancer will be unable to determine the exact planetary orbit of the platform.

Each Lancer carries one Lancer Missile for attacks against platforms.  Platforms may be attacked by Lancers by using
the (Move) Scan and Launch action code (AC 140).

Fleets containing Lancers may move to any subsector designated, scan all the star systems there for Nomad platforms,
and launch Lancer missiles at those platforms, all in one action.

One Lancer missile will be launched at each platform picked up by the fleet's scanners, unless there are fewer missiles
available than there are platforms to hit.  Although the fleet does not have the exact planetary orbit of the platform, the
missiles will home in on the platform engines and strike the target.

It is possible that the Lancer missiles will be destroyed before reaching their target.  However, if a missile hits, it will
always strike the platform’s propulsion systems.  Damage to the target can range from destruction of the drive engines to
complete destruction of the platform and all orbiting fleets.

The only verification received by the attacking Lancer fleet regarding the missile attack will be the confirmation of missile
launch.  The fleet will not be able to determine damage, if any, to the target without moving to the target's system.

The Lancer carries one Lancer missile, but is empty when initially built.  Once a Lancer missile has been launched at a
target, the ship must be reloaded in order to attack another platform.

Lancers need not have missiles aboard to scan.  This ship may be used to scan for platforms whether loaded with a
missile or not.  Platforms can not detect scans by Lancer ships.  Only an attack by the Lancer missile will be detected by
the Nomad platform.

Lancer missiles cost 1,000 RUs each.
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DIPLOMACY

Contacting Other Players
Initial contact with other players is only possible through the game, unless of course you have a friend playing.

Contact is made by addressing messages to the player concerned and using the diplomacy action code (AC 17) for each
message sent through game channels.  Each message should be attached as an ASCII text file and attached to your e-
mail turn.

It is best not to include any crucial information about yourself or your player position in your first message.  Better to
learn if this alien is a potential friend or foe before divulging interstellar secrets.  Keep your planet locations and personal
information to yourself unless you do not mind visits to your planet by aliens armed to the teeth, fangs, etc.  However, be
sure to include the correct spelling of your player race so that the alien can respond through game channels.

We will not distribute obscene or profane diplomatic messages.  Notes of this type will be thrown out with the rest of the
garbage.  Yes, this means that we will read your diplomatic messages.

Alliances and War Declarations
Players may create alliances, using the alliance action code (AC 31).  For an alliance to become effective, a player must
use the alliance action for each of the players with whom the player wishes to ally.  This only needs to be done once.
The other players must do the same.

If alliances are not made by BOTH players, the computer program will ignore the alliance.

Alliances may be broken by using the cancel alliance action code (AC 32).

A player may declare war on another player by using the Declare War action code (AC 33).

If the player is allied with the player they wish to declare war upon, the player must first cancel the alliance.  The reverse
is true if a player is at war and wishes to ally with the player's former enemy.

To declare peace, a player must use the Cancel War action code (AC 34).

Please note that no player may have more than a total of thirty alliances and war declarations.  Players may verify their
diplomatic status (all alliances and war declarations) (AC 104).

RU Transfers
Players may buy and sell information, ships and other items by using the RU transfer action code (AC 27).  Taxes (from
other players) and "tribute” may be collected using the above action code.  The maximum RUs that may be transferred in
a single action is 32,000.  However, RU transfers between cybernetic races and non-cybernetic races is limited to 4,000
RUs per action.

Military Aid
You may transfer fleets to an alien by using the Merge with Alien Fleet action code (AC 26).  This action operates in the
same way as Merge Your Own Fleet action code (AC 25).  The only exception is that ship transfers between cybernetic
races and non-cybernetic races are prohibited.

Additionally, you may place your troops in alien vessels, by using the Embark Troops onto Alien Vessels action code (AC
60).  To unload your troops at a planet, the FLEET OWNER uses the Disembark alien troops action code (AC 62).
Invasions with alien troops are conducted by the FLEET OWNER by using the Invade With Alien Troops action code (AC
100).
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Foreign Aid
It is possible to build on another player's planet.  All you need is the player's planet location.  Anything built becomes the
property of the planet owner.

The following items may be installed by the corresponding player types, but ownership remains with the installer:  Mining
Centers, Trade Centers, Smuggler Centers, and Agricultural Centers.

If these installations are to remain the property of the installer, these items must be transported to the planet rather than
built there.  If it requires a shipyard to build it on the planet, an alien can not build it on another player’s world, except for
fighters.

Cybernetic players may not give foreign aid to non-cybernetic players, nor can non-cybernetics give foreign aid to
cybernetic controlled worlds.  The only exception to this rule is that any race may raise the Tec level of an alien world by
one level per action.

News Letters and Other Information
There may (in the future) be official news letters, composed of articles submitted by players, published by Aleator
Games.  News letters and other information about the game will be distributed over the Internet.  E-mail
Ritnour@AOL.Com with submissions for the news letter.  All submissions become the property of Aleator Games.
Good taste rules apply.
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COMMON ACTION CODES

Action Code Examples and Explanations

MOVE - AC 1
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

Orders the Fleet to move to a new location.
Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #1
Action Code / Destination / Fleet #

SCAN - AC 2
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

Orders the Fleet to move to a new location and scan that location.
Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #1
Action Code / Destination / Fleet #

BUILD - AC 3
There are two versions of the build code, Ship Builds and Planetary Builds.

SHIP BUILDS
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * * * * * *

Action Code / Location#1 / Fleet #1 / # to Build / Build Code / Ship Name    / Spec.#
Action Code / Planet     / Fleet #  / # to Build / Build Code / Ships(s) Name / Ship #

When building ships the planet must have a shipyard present.  You must also designate the number of the fleet to which
the ship(s) will be assigned.  If that number has not been previously assigned, then you will have created a new Fleet.  If
the Fleet already exists, it must be within the same star system as the ships under construction in order to assign them to
the Fleet.

The special number allows you to build several ships with the same name.  If you build three ships named STRIKE, and
place "24" in the Spec.# slot, the ships would be named STRIKE24, STRIKE25, and STRIKE26.  (Ship names and
special numbers are optional)

PLANETARY BUILDS
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * * *

Action Code / Location #1 / # to Build      / Build Code
Action Code / Planet      / Number to Build / Build Code

These are things built directly on or around the planet.

RAISE OVERALL TEC LEVEL - AC 4
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

*
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Raises your overall Tec Level by one.
Action Code /
Action Code /

The action code is all that is required.

RECLAIM PLANET - AC 7
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

Moves fleet and restores looted and strip-mined planets to unterraformed status.
Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #1
Action Code / Planet      / Fleet #

COLONIZE - AC 8
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

This action moves a fleet and converts an unterraformed planet to a colony.  A Colony Ship must be in planetary orbit to
dismantle and create the colony.

Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #1
Action Code / Planet      / Fleet #

INSTALL PC - AC 9
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

This orders a fleet with a Production Center Ship to move and land on a terraformed planet and convert to a Production
Center.  You may then build additional PCs.

Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #
Action Code / Planet      / Fleet #

INSTALL MC - AC 11
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

MCs are installed in the same manner as PCs.
Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #
Action Code / Planet      / Fleet #

INSTALL FORT - AC 13
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

This orders an orbiting Fort Ship to land and convert to a Fort.  Forts may be installed on ANY planet including asteroid
belts and Gas Giants.

Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #1
Action Code / Planet      / Fleet #

INSTALL COLONY BASE - AC 16
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

This action orders a colony base ship to move and land on a colony, and convert to a colony base.  (Please note that the
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colony must be owned by the player attempting to land the colony base.)
Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #1
Action Code / Planet      / Fleet #

DIPLOMACY - AC 17
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

This action allows you to send one attached file e-mail message to another player.  Be sure to spell the name correctly or
the message will not be received.  Good taste rules apply.

Action Code / Empire-Ship Name
Action Code / Empire Name

STANDING ORDERS - AC 19
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

The Fleet will obey this order until it is changed.
Action Code / Fleet #1 / Spec.#
Action Code / Fleet #  / Standing Order #

FLEET MANEUVER - AC 20
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

The Fleet will use this maneuver in all combats until it is changed.
Action Code / Fleet #1 / Spec.#
Action Code / Fleet #  / Fleet Maneuver #

COMBAT LOSS DIRECTIVE (STAND DOWN) - AC 21
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

The Fleet will retreat when the  percentage of losses equals the Combat Loss Directive.  This number may never be
higher than your aggression level.

Action Code / Fleet #1 / Spec.#
Action Code / Fleet #  / CBT DIR Loss #

FLEET STATUS - AC 22
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Requests the present status of a Fleet.
Action Code / Fleet #1
Action Code / Fleet #

SHIP STATUS - AC 23
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Requests the status of every ship in a specific Fleet.
Action Code / Fleet #1
Action Code / Fleet #
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SCAN ANCIENT CIVILIZATION - AC 24
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

Orders a Fleet to move to and scan a planet with an  Ancient Civilization status.  Only Explorers and Scouts may scan.
This may result in additional information (star maps), RUs, or even a Tec Level raise.

Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #1
Action Code / Planet      / Fleet #

MERGE YOUR OWN FLEETS - AC 25
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

This allows you to merge your Fleets.  The Fleets must be at the same coordinate.
Action Code / Fleet #1        / Fleet #2
Action Code / Receiving Fleet / Merging Fleet

MERGE WITH ALIEN FLEET - AC 26
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * * *

This action allows you to merge your fleet into an Alien Fleet.  The Alien becomes the owner of the merged ships.  Fleets
must be at the same coordinates.

Action Code/       Fleet #1        / Empire-Ship Name  / Fleet #2
Action Code/ Receiving Alien Fleet / Alien Empire Name / Merging Fleet

RU TRANSFER - AC 27
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

Allows you to give up to 32,000 RUs to another player.
Action Code / Empire-Ship Name / Spec.#
Action Code / Receiving Empire / RU Amount

MASK IDENTITY - AC 29
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

*

Masks all of your Fleets and planets so that Aliens will be unable to determine true ownership of those fleets and planets.
Only the action code is needed for actions 29.

Action Code /
Action Code /

UNMASK IDENTITY - AC 30
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

*

Reverses Mask Identity order.  Only the action code is needed for actions 30.
Action Code /
Action Code /

DECLARE ALLIANCE - AC 31
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#
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* *

Allows you to Ally with another player.  If the other player also allies with you, your fleets and planets will not attack one
another.

Action Code / Empire-Ship Name
Action Code / Empire Receiving Declaration

CANCEL ALLIANCE - AC 32
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Cancels action 31.
Action Code / Empire-Ship Name
Action Code / Empire Receiving Declaration

DECLARE  WAR - AC 33
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

If you have declared war on another player, your fleets will attack that player whenever encountered.
Action Code / Empire-Ship Name
Action Code / Empire Receiving Declaration

CANCEL WAR DECLARATION - AC 34
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Cancels action 33.
Action Code / Empire-Ship Name
Action Code / Empire Receiving Declaration

COUP - AC 35
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

If successful, you will become the owner of the planet.  If you fail, the planet owner will be told that you attempted it.  Up
to 10,000 RUs may be spent on a Coup attempt.

Action Code / Location #1 / Spec.#
Action Code / Planet      / RUs Spent

SEARCH AND DESTROY - AC 37
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Marines on planet will attempt to locate any Guerrillas and Smuggling Centers, and attack them.
Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

GUERRILLA ATTACKS
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

There are several types of Guerrilla attacks possible.
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GUERRILLA ATTACK AGAINST MARINES - AC 38.
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

GUERRILLA ATTACK AGAINST FORTS - AC 39
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

GUERRILLA ATTACK AGAINST TRADE CENTER - AC 40
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

GUERRILLA ATTACK AGAINST AGRICULTURAL CENTER - AC 41
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

GUERRILLA ATTACK AGAINST MINING CENTER - AC 42
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

GUERRILLA ATTACK AGAINST PRODUCTION CENTER - AC 43
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

GUERRILLA ATTACK AGAINST SMUGGLING CENTER - AC 44
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

GUERRILLA ATTACK AGAINST SHIPYARD - AC 45
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet
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GUERRILLA ATTACK AGAINST POPULATION - AC 46
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

GUERRILLA ATTACK AGAINST FIGHTERS - AC 47
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

RECRUIT GUERRILLAS - AC 48
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

This allows you to recruit Guerrillas on someone else’s terraformed planet  The RUs spent will not be refunded even if
the attempt fails.

Action Code / Location #1 / Spec.#
Action Code / Planet      / RUs Spent

POPULAR TAX - AC 51
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

This allows you to tax a specific planet for one turn.  Take care not to tax too much or the populace will revolt!
Action Code / Location #1 / Spec.#
Action Code / Planet      / Tax %

LOOT - AC 52
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

This allows you to dismantle every installation on a planet and get a few RUs in return.  It also takes RUs from the
populace, which could be risky!

Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

NATIONALIZE - AC 54
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

This action allows you to seize all alien industries on one of your planets.
Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

SHUT DOWN - AC 55
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

*

This allows you to eliminate all installations owned by you on a specified planet.
Action Code / Location #1
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Action Code / Planet

EMBARK MARINE UNITS - AC 59
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * * *

Orders a fleet to move to a planet and embark MUs.
Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #1 / Spec.#
Action Code / Planet      / Fleet #  / # of MUs Embarking

EMBARK TROOPS ONTO ALIEN VESSELS - AC 60
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * * * *

This action works the same as action 59.  Once aboard, only the Alien Fleet Owner may give the order to disembark or
invade.  Note - Alien troops may not be on the same vessel as your troops.

Action Code / Location #1 /  Fleet #1     / Empire-Ship Name /Spec.#
Action Code / Planet      / Alien Fleet # / Alien Empire     /# of MUs Embarking

DISEMBARK MARINE UNITS - AC 61
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * * *

Allows you to offload MUs.  If done at an Alien planet, the marine units become the property of the Alien.  The fleet must
be in planetary orbit.

Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #1 / Spec.#
Action Code / Planet      / Fleet #  / # of MUs Disembarked

DISEMBARK ALIEN TROOPS - AC 62
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * * * *

The Fleet owner is the only one able to order these troops to offload.
Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #1 / Empire-Ship Name / Spec.#
Action Code / Planet      / Fleet #  / Alien Empire     / # of Alien MUs Disembarking

LAUNCH PLANETARY PROBE - AC 65
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

This action launches an automated probe from your shipyard to a planetary coordinate you have designated.  The probe
has an unlimited range.  However, the greater the distance, the greater the chance of failure.  Each probe costs 30 RUs.

Action Code / Location #1                    / Location #2
Action Code / Location of Launching Shipyard / Probe Destination

LAUNCH SECTOR PROBE - AC 66
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

Orders probe to be launched to explore a specific sector.  Only the three-letter sector coordinate should be given in the
Location #2 position.  Each probe costs 250 RUs

Action Code / Location #1                    / Location #2
Action Code / Location of Launching Shipyard / Target Sector
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FIGHTER ASSIGNMENT FROM PLANET TO PLANET - AC 78
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * * *

Allows you to transfer FTRs to other planets within the same subsector.  If the planets are unowned, they become yours.
If they are owned by aliens then the FTRS will abort.

Action Code /  Location #1     / Location #2     / Spec.#
Action Code / Planet FTRs are  / Planet FTRs are / # of FTRs
             transferring from  transferring to

FIGHTER  ATTACK FROM PLANET TO PLANET - AC 80
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * * *

Orders a fighter attack on another planet within the same subsector.
Action Code /  Location #1    / Location #2     / Spec.#
Action Code / Planet FTRs are / Planet FTRs are / # of FTRs
              Attacking from    Attacking

FIGHTER RECON FROM PLANET - AC 83
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Orders one fighter to reconnoiter the entire system for an Alien presence.
Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

FIGHTER ATTACK FROM PLANET AGAINST FLEET - AC 85
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * * *

Orders an attack on alien fleets anywhere in the same subsector.
Action Code / Location #1 / Location #2       / Spec.#
Action Code / Planet      / Location of fleet / # of FTRs

RIFT JUMP - AC 96
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Orders fleet to travel down a rift.
Action Code / Fleet #1
Action Code / Fleet #

INVADE  - AC 99
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * * *

Orders a fleet to move to a planet and launch an invasion the MUs aboard.  No enemy Fleets or Forts may be present.
Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #1         / Spec.#
Action Code / Planet      / Invading Fleet # / # of MUs Invading

INVADE WITH ALIEN TROOPS - AC 100
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#
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* * * * *

Orders a fleet to move to a planet and launch an invasion the alien troops aboard.
Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #1         / Empire-Ship Name/Spec.#
Action Code / Planet      / Invading Fleet # / Alien Empire    /# of Troops

REPAIR AT SHIPYARD - AC 101
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

The entire Fleet will move and be repaired in one action.  The Fleet must move to the location of a Shipyard to effect
repair.

Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #1
Action Code / Planet      / Fleet #

ALLIANCE AND WAR STATUS CHECK - AC 104
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

*

The action code is the only information required for this action.
Action Code /
Action Code /

FLEET POSITIONAL REPORT - AC 108
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

*

Gives the location of every Fleet you own.  The action code is all that is needed.
Action Code /
Action Code /

TRANSFER  SHIP TO ANOTHER FLEET - AC 111
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * * *

Allows you to transfer a specific ship to another Fleet of yours.
Action Code / Fleet #1   / Empire-Ship Name / Fleet #2
Action Code / Fleet from / Ship Name        / Fleet to

DIPLOMATIC  MESSAGE TO A PLANET - AC 114
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

This allows you to send a message to a planet when you do not know who owns it.
Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

PLANET REPORT - AC 116
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Gives a complete readout on any planet that you own.
Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet
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EXECUTE POPULATION - AC 118
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

Allows you to execute the population on any planet you own.  However, you must have a garrison five times the size of
the population to prevent popular resistance.

Action Code / Location #1 / Spec.#
Action Code / Planet      / # of POP units executed

SECTOR OWNERSHIP REPORT - AC 126
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Searches an entire sector and reports any location owned by the player.  Only a three-letter sector coordinate is needed.
Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Sector to be Searched

FLEET ATTACK ON PLANET - AC 131
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

Orders fleet to move to and attack a planet.
Action Code / Location #1 / Fleet #1
Action Code / Planet      / Fleet #

SHUT DOWN FORTS - AC 132
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* *

Dismantles all Forts on a planet you own.
Action Code / Location #1
Action Code / Planet

MULTIPLE SHIP TRANSFER - AC 135
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * * * *

Allows the transfer of several ships to a new or existing fleet.
Action Code / Fleet #1   / Build Code      / Fleet #2 / Spec.#
Action Code / Fleet from / Ship Build Code / Fleet to / # of ships

LOAD LANCER MISSILE(S) ON LANCER(S) - AC 138
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * * *

Action Code / Location #1        / Fleet #1 / Spec.#
Action Code / Planet Coordinates / Fleet #  / # of Missiles

MOVE-SCAN FOR PLATFORMS - AC 139
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

Orders Lancer fleet to move to and scan the subsector for Nomad Platforms in one action but will not attack.
Action Code / Location #1       / Fleet #1
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Action Code / Subsector to scan / Fleet #

MOVE-SCAN-LAUNCH - AC 140
AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

* * *

Orders Lancer fleet to move to and scan subsector and launch Lancer Missiles if Platforms are found in one action.
Action Code / Location #1       / Fleet #1
Action Code / Subsector to scan / Fleet #

Action Code Quick Index
The following index is intended to show which positions should be filled in on the turnsheet template for specific actions.

LEGEND
M Indicates a "Move and Do" action
+ Action Code is higher than Tec Level 10 or only for certain Characters
 AC Action Code
L#1 Location Number 1
F#1 Fleet Number 1
#TB Number to Build
BC Build Code
ESN Empire/Ship Name
F#2 Fleet Number 2
L#2 Location Number 2
SP# Special Number

AC Action AC L#1 F#1 #TB BC ESN F#2 L#2 SP#

1 Move * * *

2 Scan M * * *

3 Build (Ships) * * * * * * *

3 Build (On Planet) * * * *

4 Overall Tec Level Raise *

5 Move Platform + * * * *

6 Terraform M+ * * *

7 Reclaim Planet M * * *

8 Colonize M * * *

9 Install Prod Center M * * *

10 Install Trade Center M+ * * *

11 Install Mining Center M * * *

12 Install Agricultural Center M+ * * *

13 Install Fort * * *

14 Install Smuggling Center + * * *

15 Tramp Mine M+ * * *
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16 Install Colony Base M * * *

17 Diplomacy * *

18 Convert Planet to a Platform + * *

19 Standing Orders * * *

20 Fleet Maneuvers * * *

21 Combat Loss Directive (Stand Down) * * *

22 Fleet Status * *

23 Ship Status * *

24 Scan Ancient Civilization M * * *

25 Merge Your Own Fleets * * *

26 Merge with Alien Fleet * * * *

27 RU Transfer * * *

28 Overhaul Ship(s) at Shipyard + * * * *

29 Mask Identify *

30 Unmask Identify *

31 Declare Alliance * *

32 Cancel Alliance * *

33 Declare War * *

34 Cancel War Declaration * *

35 Coup * * *

36 Load Missiles M+ * * * *

37 Search & Destroy * *

38 Guerrilla Attack Against Marines * *

39 Guerrilla Attack Against Forts * *

40 Guerrilla Attack Against Trade Center * *

41 Guerrilla Attack Against Agricultural Center * *

42 Guerrilla Attack Against Mining Center * *

43 Guerrilla Attack Against Production Center * *

44 Guerrilla Attack Against Smuggling Center * *

45 Guerrilla Attack Against Shipyard * *

46 Guerrilla Attack Against Population * *

47 Guerrilla Attack Against Fighters * *

48 Recruit Guerrillas * * *

51 Popular Tax * * *

52 Loot * *
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54 Nationalize * *

55 Shut Down * *

59 Embark Marine Units M * * * *

60 Embark Troops onto Alien Vessels * * * * *

61 Disembark Marine Units M * * * *

62 Disembark Alien Troops M * * * * *

63 Launch Pirate Probe + * * *

64 Activate Smuggling Center (Report) + * *

65 Launch Planetary Probe * * *

66 Launch Sector Probe * * *

67 Sell to Terraformed World M+ * * * *

68 Sell To Colony World M+ * * * *

69 Buy from Terraformed World M+ * * * *

70 Buy from Colony World M+ * * * *

71 Raid with Corsairs + * * *

72 Raid Pop Units with Volsairs + * * * *

73 Fighter CAP Up + * * *

74 Fighter CAP Down + * * *

75 Load Fighters on Freighters from Planet M+ * * * *

76 Unload Fighters from Freighters to Planet M+ * * * *

77 Fighter Assignment from Planet to Fleet M+ * * * *

78 Fighter Assignment from Planet to Planet * * * *

80 Fighter Attack from Planet to Planet * * * *

82 Fighter Attack from Fleet against Planet + * * * *

83 Fighter Recon from Planet * *

85 Fighter Attack from Planet to Fleet * * * *

86 Missile Strike Against Colony Base + * * * *

88 Missile Strike Against Heavy Marine Units + * * * *

89 Missile Strike Against Forts + * * * *

90 Missile Strike Against Trade Center + * * * *

91 Missile Strike Against Ag Center + * * * *

92 Missile Strike Against Mining Centers + * * * *

93 Missile Strike Against Production Centers + * * * *

94 Missile Strike Against Shipyards + * * * *

95 Missile Strike Against Population + * * * *
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96 Rift Jump * *

97 Fighter Attack from Fleet Against Fleet + * * * *

99 Invade M * * * *

100 Invade with Alien Troops M * * * * *

101 Repair at Shipyard M * * *

104 Alliance and War Status Check *

105 Load Pop(s) on Starliner(s) from Planet M+ * * * *

106 Unload Pop(s) from Starliner(s) to Planet M+ * * * *

107 Smuggle Off Planet (Fleet in System Orbit) + * * * *

108 Fleet Positional Report *

109 Load Probes on to Probe Ship M+ * * * *

110 Launch Probes from Probe Ship + * * *

111 Transfer Ship to Another Fleet * * * *

112 Launch Rift Probe M * * *

114 Diplomatic Message to Planet * *

115 Sell at a Pirate Haven M+ * * * *

116 Planet Report * *

117 Establish a Pirate Haven + * * *

118 Execute Population * * *

122 Cyber Loot + * *

126 Sector Ownership Report * *

131 Fleet Attack on Planet M * * *

132 Shut Down Fort * *

133 Sell Special Cargo at Terraformed World M+ * * * *

135 Multiple Ship Transfer * * * * *

138 Load Lancer Missile(s) on Lancer(s) * * * *

139 Move-scan for Platforms M * * *

140 Move-scan-launch M * * *

141 Sell Cargo (Cyber Trader) M+ * * * *

142 Cyber Collection (Looting/Processing) + * * *

Common Planetary Build Codes
Item Build

Code
Cost Remarks

MC 256 100/500 Costs 100 RUs if planet has your home world habitat.  Costs 500
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Item Build
Code

Cost Remarks

RUs if the planet is +/- 1 on habitat range

FTRS 257 50 Space-going interceptors

FORTS 258 500 Tonnage class 10.  Fires on attacking FTRS and fleets in
planetary orbits.

SY 259 1,000 Builds starships See shipyard table

PC 260 90/100 Costs 90 RUs if planet has your home world habitat Costs 100
RUs if planet is +/- 1 on habitat range

POP 261 100 Recruiting, tax, and mobilization base

MU 262 5 Ground combat unit, recruited from planetary population

Retool 263 150 Upgrades planet to next Tec Level.

Mobilization 264 100 Allows permanent mobilization of POPs.  10 MUs are mobilized
from each POP.

Anti-FTR Mines 265 10 Max built per action is 999.  Attacks FTRs only.

Heavy Marine Unit
(HMU)

267 20 Planet defense only.  May not be transported and may not fight
GUs.  Immune to FTR attack.

Colony 281 50 May only be built if there is already a CB present (i.e. a Colony
Base Ship has converted to a CB).

Planetary Capacity and Production
Facility Planetary Capacity RUs Earned per Facility per Turn

Colony Base 1 times Planet Size 10

Mining Center 1 times Mining Potential 20

Production Center 5 times Mining Centers 20

Trade Center 1

Agricultural Center 1

Smuggling Center 1

POP 13 times Planet Size

Fort 5 times Planet Size

Planetary Torpedo 20 times Forts

Marine Unit 100 times Planet Size

Heavy Marine Unit ?? times Planet Size

Guerrilla Unit 100 times Planet Size

Fighter 25 times Planet Size

Anti-Fighter Mines 32,000

Shipyard See Table Below
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Mining Potential Table (Miners)
Planetary Mining Potential Additional MCs

Supported

5 or less 1

6 - 10 2

11 - 15 3

16 - 20 4

21 or more 5

Shipyard Table
Planet Size Maximum of Shipyards Allowed

1 1

2 1

3 2

4 2

5 3

6 3

7 4

8 4

9 5

Ship Building Charts
Ship Tonnage Class Maximum Number of Ships per

Shipyard per Build Action
MCs Required to Build Maximum
Tonnage Class Ships

0-10 5 5

11-20 4 8

21-30 3 9

31-40 2 8

41-50 1 5

51-60 1 6

61-70 1 7

71-78 1 8

Ship Tonnage Class Maximum Number of Ships per 2
Shipyards per Build Action

MCs Required to Build Maximum
Tonnage Class Ships

79-90 1 9
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Ship Tonnage Class Maximum Number of Ships per 2
Shipyards per Build Action

MCs Required to Build Maximum
Tonnage Class Ships

91-100 1 10

101-110 1 11

111-120 1 12

121-130 1 13

131-140 1 14

141-150 1 15

151-160 1 16

161-170 1 7

171-180 1 18

181-190 1 19

191-200 1 20

Common Tec Level 10 Ships
Ship Build

Code
Cost Tonnage

Class
Ship
Abbreviation

Remarks

Colony Ship 146 100 0 COL Transports colony to unterraformed planets

Colony Base
Ship

187 50 0 BCS Lands colony base on a colony

Cutter 66 100 1 CT An armed ship incapable scanning

Explorer 1 100 0 E Scans planets, systems, and subsectors

Fort Ship 140 500 0 FORT Transplants a Fort to any given planet

Lancer 250 1000 1 LAN Scans for Platforms, Holds 1 Lancer Missile

MC Ship 139 500 0 MCS 1 Transplants mining( Class 1) equipment to
terraformed planets.  Nucleus for future MCs

PC Ship 137 100 0 PRD Transplants heavy industry to terraformed
planets.  Nucleus for future PCs

Reclamation
Ship

130 1000 0 REC Restores planets to unterraformed status

Scout 2 200 1 SC Armed Explorer

Stellar Yawl 132 100 0 YAWL Transports 20 MUs

Fleet Movement Chart
Distance in Sectors Percentage Chance of Success

1 or less 100%

2 90%

3 80%
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Distance in Sectors Percentage Chance of Success

4 70%

5 60%

6 50%

7 40%

8 30%

9 20%

10 or greater 10%

Movement failure will have the following may result:
30% Chance that nothing happens, fleet doesn't move
20% Chance that your fleet is destroyed
*50% Chance that fleet is pulled through a Hyperspace Rift

* - This is only possible if a Hyperspace Rift is present in the subsector from which your fleet is.  Otherwise, nothing
happens, and the fleet does not move.

Fleet Maneuver Table
Code Maneuver Tactic

0 None - Negates previous fleet maneuver order

1 Feint Action

2 Frontal Assault

3 Warbird

4 Flanking Sweep

5 Linear Sweep

6 Linear Thrust

7 Phalanx

8 Receding Thrust

9 Shifting Point

10 Near Melee

Standing Order Table
Code Order Remarks

0 None Negate previous standing orders

1 Shoot on Sight Fleet will attack any fleet entering the area, excluding allied fleets.  Fleet will
also attack any non-allied world upon entering orbit.

2 Break Contact Fleet will withdraw after the first round of combat

3 Patrol Fleet will scan for, and report the presence of other fleets
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Torpedo Table
Maximum Torpedo Code Cost to Build Possible Damage Tec Level

1 284 100 200 10

2 285 200 400 15

3 286 300 600 20

4 287 400 800 25

5 288 500 1000 30

6 289 600 1200 35

7 290 700 1400 40

8 291 800 1600 45

9 292 900 1800 50

10 293 1000 2000 55

11 294 1100 2200 60

12 295 1200 2400 65

13 296 1300 2600 70

14 297 1400 2800 75

15 298 1500 3000 80

16 299 1600 3200 85

The maximum possible damage is the greatest amount of damage a single torpedo can inflict on a single ship.  The
actual damage done will usually be less.


